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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

1.1 Introduction

On August 21, 2017, RTI International convened an in-person technical expert panel (TEP) meeting to seek expert input on future directions for measure development of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF) Quality Reporting Program (QRP). This report summarizes the TEP proceedings, detailing key issues for each focus area and the TEP discussion around those issues. In this section, we give an overview of the SNF QRP and the SNF QRP TEP process.

1.2 Background

CMS has contracted with RTI to develop and implement the SNF QRP, including the development and maintenance of quality measures in the SNF QRP to address current performance gaps in SNFs, measure implementation, and measure reporting. The contract name is Development and Maintenance of Symptom Management Measures and the CMS Contract number is HHSM-500-2013-13015I. As part of the measure development process, CMS asks measure developers to convene groups of stakeholders and experts to contribute thoughtful input and recommendations to the measure developer during the measure development and maintenance process.

Under the Improving Medicare Post-Acute Care Transformation Act of 2014 (IMPACT Act), post-acute care (PAC) settings are required to submit standardized patient assessment data to enable improvements in quality of care and patient outcomes, allow for comparisons of quality across PAC settings, and facilitate information exchange across PAC settings. Additionally, these standardized assessment data are used to develop, implement, and report on quality measures from five quality measure domains: skin integrity and changes in skin integrity; functional status, cognitive function, and changes in function and cognitive function; medication reconciliation; incidence of major falls; and transfer of health information and care preferences. The IMPACT Act further established a statutorily mandated quality reporting program which requires SNFs to submit data to CMS. The SNFs that do not submit the required data may incur a two-percentage point reduction to their annual payment update (APU) for the applicable payment year. The SNF QRP was implemented in October 2016, and public reporting for the quality measures will begin in 2018. The SNF QRP currently consists of 11 finalized measures. Eight are assessment-based measures calculated from the Minimum Data Set (MDS), and three are claims-based measures calculated from Medicare Fee-for-Service (FFS) Claims data. The measures and their National Quality Forum (NQF) identification numbers are listed in Table 1.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NQF Number</th>
<th>Measure Name</th>
<th>Data Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#0674 *</td>
<td>Application of Percent of Residents Experiencing One or More Falls with Major Injury (Long Stay)</td>
<td>MDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#0678 *</td>
<td>Percent of Residents or Patients with Pressure Ulcers That Are New or Worsened (Short Stay)</td>
<td>MDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(Will be replaced as of October 1, 2018, with modified measure #0678)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Changes in Skin Integrity Post-Acute Care: Pressure Ulcer/Injury (Effective October 1, 2018)</td>
<td>MDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2631 *</td>
<td>Application of Percent of Long-Term Care Hospital Patients with an Admission and Discharge Functional Assessment and a Care Plan that Addresses Function</td>
<td>MDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2633 *</td>
<td>Application of the IRF Functional Outcome Measure: Change in Self-Care Score for Medical Rehabilitation Patients</td>
<td>MDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2634 *</td>
<td>Application of the IRF Functional Outcome Measure: Change in Mobility Score for Medical Rehabilitation Patients</td>
<td>MDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2635 *</td>
<td>Application of the IRF Functional Outcome Measure: Discharge Self-Care Score for Medical Rehabilitation Patients</td>
<td>MDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2636 *</td>
<td>Application of the IRF Functional Outcome Measure: Discharge Mobility Score for Medical Rehabilitation Patients</td>
<td>MDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Drug Regimen Review Conducted with Follow-Up for Identified Issues-Post Acute Care (PAC) Skilled Nursing Facility Quality Reporting Program</td>
<td>MDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Potentially Preventable 30-Day Post-Discharge Readmission Measure for SNF QRP</td>
<td>Medicare FFS Claims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Discharge to Community–PAC SNF QRP</td>
<td>Medicare FFS Claims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Medicare Spending per Beneficiary (MSPB)–PAC SNF QRP</td>
<td>Medicare FFS Claims</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SNF measures that are endorsed by the NQF in other settings and are being used in the SNF setting.
For the current SNF QRP TEP task, RTI conducted an environmental scan to identify important domains for assessment of SNF care, which were identified as important areas for quality improvement or where a performance gap has been demonstrated. These areas are broad areas and are not limited to future quality measure work. Four broad care domains were identified from the environmental scan:

- Resident- and Caregiver-Centered Care.
- Communication and Coordination of Care Transitions.
- Symptom Management.
- Function.

Within each of these domains, the RTI team identified specific focus areas to discuss with the TEP where potential performance gaps could be addressed by quality measure development. **Figure 1** lists all focus areas under each domain for the TEP discussion. **Figure 2** illustrates the organizational framework for these concepts, providing examples of one of the domains, a focus area within the domain, and a potential measure concept that could be informed by the TEP discussion. Both figures were presented as slides in the TEP meeting.

The objective of this TEP was to seek input from the expert panel on the identified care domains and focus areas to inform directions for potential future measure development for the SNF QRP. Comments and recommendations gathered from the TEP will inform the next steps in potential measure development, such as developing and refining data elements needed for future measures.

**Figure 1**  
Domains and Focus Areas for TEP Discussion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Resident- and Caregiver-Centered Care</th>
<th>Communication and Coordination of Care Transitions</th>
<th>Symptom Management</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focus Area</td>
<td>• Care preferences and care planning</td>
<td>• Discharge process from SNF to community</td>
<td>• Pain management</td>
<td>• TEP input and discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Goal-oriented care</td>
<td>• Transfer of health information</td>
<td>• Opioid therapy evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Palliative/end-of-life care services</td>
<td>• Medication reconciliation/drug regimen review</td>
<td>• Management of condition specific symptoms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Experience with care</td>
<td>• Communication of resident preferences and goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Therapy engagement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.3 Process of TEP Meeting

On April 4, 2017, RTI posted a Call for TEP Nominations and a TEP Nomination Form on the CMS website to initiate recruitment of TEP members. At the close of the nomination period, CMS and RTI finalized the TEP composition by selecting 12 nominees who offered a diverse range of experience, including quality measurement expertise and clinical and research experience in policy and regulation, patient safety, care transitions, and patient-centered measurement (Appendix A). Before the TEP meeting, the TEP members received materials to review and complete to prepare for the discussion (Appendix B). Included in these materials was a pre-TEP survey to assess the TEP members’ initial thoughts regarding the identified focus areas under each care domain for discussion (Appendix B-2 and Appendix B-3). The pre-TEP survey included a summary description of each of the focus areas under each care domain for discussion and asked for the TEP members’ input on the focus areas using three NQF measure evaluation criteria: importance, performance gap, and actionability, which are defined as follows:

- Importance: the extent to which the area addresses an established National Quality Strategy (NQS) priority area and a demonstrated high-impact aspect of health care and whether there is external evidence of importance and of disparities in the area.

- Performance Gap: whether there is considerable variation in quality of performance in the area across providers and/or populations, whether there is overall less-than-optimal performance in the area across providers and/or populations; and whether there are disparities in performance in the area across different population groups.

- Actionability: evidence related to the measure focus area demonstrates that there is potential for closing the performance gap.
The TEP members received the pre-TEP survey and survey instructions and were asked to rate each focus area on each of the three criteria using a standardized scoring sheet created by RTI (Appendix B-3). Responses from all TEP members were received before the TEP meeting. Their scores and accompanying comments were used to inform discussion topics for the TEP meeting (Appendix C).

The TEP meeting was organized around discussion of the four broad domains and the focus areas within each domain. Discussion was facilitated by the SNF QRP lead, Qinghua Li; the deputy SNF QRP lead, Andrea Ptaszek; and the function measure lead, Anne Deutsch as well as the Symptom Management project director, Laura Smith. The meetings were audio recorded.

1.4 Organization of Report

The following sections will introduce the care domains and focus areas within these domains that were identified through the environmental scan and discussed in the TEP meeting. The sections also will summarize the TEP members’ feedback on the pre-TEP materials and the discussion during the TEP meeting. We discuss main takeaways and next steps in measure development. Section 2 summarizes the key overall themes for the TEP discussion on SNF QRP quality measure development. Section 3 addresses the domain of resident- and caregiver-centered care. Section 4 addresses the domain of communication and coordination of care transitions. Section 5 addresses the domain of symptom management. Section 6 addresses the domain of function. We summarize the TEP members’ recommendations for other measure focus areas in Section 7.
SECTION 2
COMMON THEMES FOR SNF QRP QUALITY MEASURE DEVELOPMENT

The TEP discussion covered many points and provided significant insight into the four domains and each focus area within these domains. The discussion identified three key common themes regarding quality measure development in SNFs: distinctions between SNF and nursing home populations, the significance of resident cognitive status, and socioeconomic differences.

- **Distinction Between Sub-Populations in Nursing Homes**—Many of the TEP members noted the importance of accounting for the distinction between SNF residents and long-stay nursing home residents when developing SNF QRP quality measures. These TEP members emphasized the differences in PAC needs between these populations. Several TEP members further pointed out three major nursing home subpopulations based on resident need: rehabilitation/functional improvement, chronic illness management, and end-of-life care, and suggested that measure development be tailored towards different care needs and goals of these subpopulations.

- **Importance of Resident Cognitive Status**—Resident cognitive status was brought up throughout the TEP discussion as a significant factor that should be considered as a baseline item before assessing other quality measures. Many of the TEP members noted the importance of considering cognitive status before addressing many of the focus areas presented throughout the discussion. For example, assessing cognitive status is particularly important before addressing the domain of resident- and caregiver-centered care, as residents with cognitive impairment may not be capable of communicating goals and preferences of care.

- **Socioeconomic Status**—Many of the TEP members recommended taking into consideration the socioeconomic characteristics of both residents and facilities when developing quality measures. The TEP acknowledged that residents’ goals of care, discharge plans, and experience of care, among many other factors, may be influenced by the resident’s support system, socioeconomic status, or both. Furthermore, the TEP noted that the location of the facility itself—for example, whether it is in a rural or urban area—may also influence quality of care and should be taken into account in quality measure development.

These three themes were raised throughout the TEP discussion in relation to many of the domains and focus areas. More-detailed, in-depth summaries of the discussion related to each focus area are outlined in the following sections.
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SECTION 3
DOMAIN 1: RESIDENT- AND CAREGIVER-CENTERED CARE

3.1 Domain Description

The NQF defines person- and family-centered care as “an approach to the planning and delivery of care across settings and time that is centered on collaborative partnerships among individuals, their defined family, and providers of care.”\(^2\) Person- and family-centered care “supports health and wellbeing by being consistent with, respectful of, and responsive to an individual’s priorities, goals, needs, and values” and “emphasizes the inclusivity of recipients of healthcare services and their families and caregivers.”\(^3\) Care quality initiatives across settings have begun emphasizing the need for a shift towards person- and family-centered care that is organized around the preferences and needs of individuals and their families/caregivers. Furthermore, in 2016, CMS published its Person and Family Engagement (PFE) Strategy which outlines the “meaningful and intentional implementation of person and family engagement throughout CMS policies and programs.”\(^4\) The key foundational principles of this strategy include informed, bi-directional decision making; communication of care preferences; collaborative care goal creation; promotion of PFE best practices; and encouragement of engagement and self-management.\(^5\)

Evidence from studies in this area demonstrate that person- and family- centered care is associated with higher resident/stakeholder satisfaction;\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^7\) improved health outcomes;\(^8\)\(^,\)\(^9\)


increased trust between residents, families, and providers;\textsuperscript{10} reduced rates of hospital readmissions;\textsuperscript{11,12} decreased costs due to a reduction in use of rehabilitative and life-prolonging care;\textsuperscript{13} reduced resident and family distress;\textsuperscript{14} and improved overall quality of life for residents.\textsuperscript{15,16} However, despite initiatives and strategies to promote person- and family-centered care and PFE, the environmental scan identified potential areas for improvement within this domain. For instance, the NQF Measures Applications Partnership (MAP) 2017 Considerations for Implementing Measures in Federal Programs: Post-Acute Care and Long-Term Care report identified the need to make the SNF QRP measure set more person-centered, to improve patient and family engagement in SNF care, and recommended the development and implementation of measures of patient experience of care that are specific to the SNF setting and to incorporate advance directives into SNF care.\textsuperscript{12}

The environmental scan identified five key focus areas within this domain: goal-oriented care, care planning and care preferences, palliative and end-of-life care, resident experience of care, and therapy engagement. These focus areas were presented to the TEP members through a pre-TEP survey and were then discussed in detail at the TEP meeting.

3.2 Focus Area 1: Goal-Oriented Care

3.2.1 Description

Goal-oriented care is care that focuses on a resident’s individual health goals with or across a variety of dimensions and works to meet these goals. Goal-oriented care consists of two important components: understanding the resident’s goals of care and providing care consistent with the resident’s goals.


Evidence from the environmental scan demonstrated that current team care in SNFs is typically organized around routines rather than patients’ needs and goals.\textsuperscript{18} The literature suggests a lack of knowledge in SNFs of residents’ long-term care goals or rare use of such care goals.\textsuperscript{19-20} The environmental scan further identified performance gaps in incorporating goal-oriented care for residents with cognitive impairments and limited decision-making capabilities.\textsuperscript{21}

### 3.2.2 Summary of TEP Scoring on Pre-TEP Materials

Before the TEP meeting, we asked TEP members to score this focus area using three main criteria (detailed scoring results are summarized in Table C-1 in Appendix C) and to provide written feedback on their rationale for their rating as well as any further comments, suggestions, or concerns related to the focus area.

Most of the TEP members agreed that this focus area is of high priority to SNF care, with nine out of twelve of the TEP members rating this area as high priority, one rating goal-oriented care as low priority, and two TEP members not providing a rating. One of the two TEP members who did not rate this criterion noted that further clarification of how “goal-oriented care” is defined is needed prior to providing a rating. The other TEP member who did not rate this criterion noted that goal-oriented care is not something that SNFs can self-report, as this issue is one of resident perception of whether their care goals were met during their stay. All TEP members rated this focus area’s performance gap as medium to high, with three of the twelve TEP members rating it as high, two rating it as medium-high, four rating it as medium, and three TEP members not rating this criterion. There was less consensus across the TEP members about the focus area’s actionability (five rated it as high or medium-high, three rated it as medium-high, and one rated it as low-medium).

### 3.2.3 Summary of Pre-TEP Feedback and TEP Discussion

Feedback from the TEP members on the pre-TEP materials and the TEP discussion covered the following topics related to goal-oriented care:

- **Definition and Actionability**—One of the main concerns with this focus area was the lack of consensus on a definition of goal-oriented care for quality measurement, which in part drove concerns about actionability. To some TEP members, measuring goal-oriented care would mean measuring whether SNF care follows through on residents’ defined care goals. However, other members suggested that the measure


should address resident and family/caregiver engagement in care planning. One TEP member felt that although this focus area is important to SNF care, it should not be assessed with a functional measure, but rather with resident and family feedback surveys. One TEP member further noted that implementing goal-oriented care can be extremely difficult because of unrealistic resident and family/caregiver expectations.

- **Importance**—Many TEP members noted in their pre-TEP feedback that goal-oriented care is a very important aspect of SNF care and critical to patient outcomes. However, several TEP members noted that, although this focus area is central to the work in SNFs, it should not be measured with a quality measure.

- **Performance Gap and Variability**—Several TEP members noted that, while goal-oriented care is an important aspect of SNF care, there is significant variability in the level and quality of goal-oriented care across SNF facilities. One TEP member pointed out that goal-oriented care is already addressed through regulations but that there is significant variation in how it is being carried out. Several TEP members acknowledged the existence of discrepancies between goals that are listed on resident care plans and the care that is being administered. A TEP member emphasized that this is an area of high performance gap because of the lack of effective interdisciplinary, individualized care planning processes.

- **Feasibility of Quality Measurement and Reporting**—Several TEP members felt that goal-oriented care is not something that SNFs can self-report and that this issue may be better addressed through a resident satisfaction measure. However, one TEP member in their pre-TEP survey feedback said this area could in fact be measured through proper documentation of resident care goals throughout their care trajectory.

- **Different SNF Populations**—TEP members emphasized the need to distinguish between the different SNF populations when discussing goals, as residents often have different goals for their SNF care. Three major categories of care goals were discussed, including functional rehabilitation care, symptom management, and palliative care. However, another TEP member emphasized that the SNF quality measures only assess Medicare Part A stays, and therefore it would be appropriate for this measure to address functional rehabilitation goals.

- **Cognitive Status**—Consistent with the results of the environmental scan, the TEP discussion addressed how this focus area differs when considering residents with cognitive impairments. The TEP members pointed out that care goal discussions are more complex when dealing with these residents; thus, cognitive status should be a baseline assessment before other items. One TEP member further emphasized the need for SNF providers to monitor patients with cognitive impairments closely to identify changing care needs.

- **Expectations vs. Reality**—A potential concern about developing a measure in this area that TEP members raised in the discussion was the inconsistency between many resident’s individual goals and the reality of their care needs. Many residents’ goals
do not match their clinical need or expectation, and it is up to providers to make sure goals reflect their physical and cognitive condition.

3.3 Focus Area 2: Care Preferences and Care Planning

3.3.1 Focus Area Description

According to the Requirements of Participation for long-term care settings, nursing home facilities are required to develop and implement a baseline care plan for each resident. These care plans are required to include resident care preferences so facilities can provide effective, person-centered care. An organizing framework developed for CMS by the RAND Corporation for the IMPACT Act standardized patient assessment data element work (2016) that care preferences may include, but are not limited to, a resident’s goals of care, the desired location for receipt of care, the type and amount of treatment the resident would like to receive, the importance of involvement of family and friends in care decisions, end-of-life preferences, and language and cultural preferences. The environmental scan found that evidence that improved understanding of resident preferences and resident ability to make decisions regarding their care are crucial components of delivering resident-centered care.

The literature further demonstrated that although many nursing home residents are aware of their personal preferences regarding care plans, they are often reluctant to discuss them, particularly regarding preferences around end-of-life care. Therefore, providers need to be better trained in discussing these sensitive matters with residents to accurately capture the resident’s wants and needs in their plans of care. Additionally, the MAP 2017 report emphasized the importance of advance directives in SNF care and noted the need to assess their use through quality measurement.

3.3.2 Summary of TEP Scoring on Pre-TEP Materials

Most TEP members agreed that care preferences and care planning is a high priority in SNF care, with 10 of the TEP members scoring this area as medium to high priority (detailed scoring results are summarized in Table C-2 in Appendix C). There was less consensus across the TEP members about the existence of performance gaps within this focus area. Only three of the TEP members rated care preferences and care planning as having a medium-high or high level of performance gap. Five TEP members scored this criterion as medium-low or medium.

---


Three TEP members did not respond for this criterion. Most TEP members rated this focus area as having medium-low to medium-high actionability, with only one individual scoring this area as having high actionability. Two of the TEP members did not provide ratings for any of the three criteria for this focus area.

3.3.3 Summary of Pre-TEP Feedback and TEP Discussion

Feedback from the TEP members on the pre-TEP materials and the TEP discussion regarding care preferences and care planning covered the following topics:

- **Performance Gap and Variability**—TEP members pointed out that although residents’ and families’ engagement in care planning is required for nursing homes, the actual level and type of involvement in the care planning meetings vary across providers. Some TEP members also noted that there is disconnect between the care planning and the actual delivery. It is important to note that the care plan may not always be followed in the care delivery. Additionally, several TEP members noted in their pre-TEP survey feedback that the current Requirements of Participation require that facilities include residents and families in care planning; however, meeting these minimum requirements does not equate to having a quality discussion with residents and their families about realistic expectations and care plans. One TEP member pointed out in the discussion that many families note that they are not substantively included in the care planning process. This TEP member recommended developing a measure that would assess whether residents and their families/caregivers are engaged in care planning and whether they understand the care plan.

- **Actionability**—Some TEP members noted significant barriers to getting residents and their families engaged in the care planning process. These TEP members suggested that the meaningful and accurate assessment of shared care planning highly depends on the valid measurement and documentation of residents’ cognitive status. One concern for residents without sufficient cognitive function is that their proxy’s understanding about their care preference may not be consistent with their own care preference.

- **Residents’ Cognitive Status**—The TEP discussed issues with care planning for residents with cognitive impairments. These residents are typically not able to discuss or make changes to their care plans. This is especially important to consider when including families and caregivers in the care planning process, as family and caregiver goals do not always align with the goals of the resident or realistic goals determined by the provider.

- **Advance Care Planning**—Advance Care Planning was identified as a priority area for SNF quality measure development through the pre-TEP survey. Several TEP members stated that advance care planning is indeed an area of performance gaps in SNFs, noting that knowledge of care plan processes varies significantly across facilities. However, the TEP members had varying opinions on the need for advance care planning in SNFs. Some TEP member suggested that a quality measure to address advance care planning is not appropriate for the SNF setting, as the goal of
short-stay residents is to rehabilitate after an acute illness. However, another TEP member pointed out that many short-stay SNF residents are also managing chronic conditions that need to be addressed with a care plan that anticipates their care needs, provides education on their conditions, and outlines specific plans for the resident’s care. The TEP discussion revealed the misperception of the objective of advance care planning.

- **Sociodemographic/Socioeconomic Factors**—A common issue raised during the TEP discussion on care planning was how sociodemographic and socioeconomic factors affect residents’ care preferences and the care planning process and how a quality measure in this area may affect those with more challenging social environments. One TEP member pointed out that residents with a solid support network are more likely to be satisfied with their care and the care planning process than those with unstable support. Another TEP member countered that residents who previously had a very limited support network and limited resources are likely to be more satisfied with the activities, support, and resources made available to them during their SNF stay. Additionally, one TEP member noted that although the goal for most SNF residents is to rehabilitate and discharge to the community, providers and measure developers need to account for the home environment that residents are returning to and whether it is conducive to functional maintenance.

### 3.4 Focus Area 3: Palliative/End-of-Life Care Services

#### 3.4.1 Focus Area Description

According to CMS, palliative care “focuses on relief from physical suffering” and “addresses the patient’s physical, mental, social, and spiritual well-being for patients in all disease stages and accompanies the patient from diagnosis to cure.”

A patient receiving palliative care services “may be being treated for a disease or may be living with a chronic disease, and may or may not be terminally ill.” The NQF defines end-of-life care as “comprehensive care for a life-limiting illness that meets the patient’s medical, physical, psychological, spiritual, and social needs.” Palliative programs that are used across the trajectory of a patient’s illness can improve patient satisfaction, quality of care, and communications; lead to fewer admissions to intensive care units, hospitals, and emergency departments; and reduce overall costs. Public comment from the Fiscal Year (FY) 2018 SNF Prospective Payment System (PPS) final rule suggested the need for measures that include

---

27 Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS): Palliative Care vs. Hospice Care [Infographic]

28 Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS): Palliative Care vs. Hospice Care [Infographic]


language related to palliative and end-of-life care in SNFs. Evidence from the literature review reinforced the need for these services in SNFs, as a 2016 study found that many SNF residents are admitted near the end of their lives. However, the environmental scan found limited research on SNFs’ capacity to provide palliative and end-of-life care, and to evaluate and understand residents’ need for and the appropriateness of these services. Similarly, the scan found limited research on the quality of these services when provided.

### 3.4.2 Summary of TEP Scoring on Pre-TEP Materials

TEP member ratings on the three scoring criteria (importance, performance gap, and actionability) were relatively high for palliative care and end-of-life services in SNFs (detailed scoring results are summarized in Table C-3 in Appendix C). Eight out of eleven TEP members scored this focus area as a high priority, with three rating this criterion as a medium-high priority and one TEP member unresponsive. The survey results were similar for performance gap rating, with seven TEP members rating this focus area’s performance gap as high, three rating it as medium to medium-high, and two unresponsive. For actionability, while one TEP member was unresponsive, six rated palliative care and end-of-life services as highly actionable, and five said it had medium to medium-high actionability. One of the TEP members who chose not to respond for this focus area maintained in her feedback that palliative and end-of-life care services are essential components of SNF care and are now addressed in the new Rules of Participation requirements.

### 3.4.3 Summary of Pre-TEP Feedback and TEP Discussion

Feedback from the TEP members on the pre-TEP materials and the TEP discussion covered the following topics related to palliative/end-of-life care services:

- **Need of Palliative Care for Different SNF Subpopulations**—The TEP discussion revealed a widely varied understanding of what palliative care is and whether SNF residents need palliative care. There is a common misperception that palliative care is only for the end-of-life population, and therefore some TEP members suggested that palliative care measure should only be developed for the end-of-life residents. However, another TEP member suggested that palliative care services should occur concurrently with other treatments, rather than being treated as a separate care plan in the way that hospice is currently treated.

- **Importance**—The importance of addressing palliative and end-of-life care in SNFs was a common theme throughout both the pre-TEP feedback and the TEP discussion. In the pre-TEP feedback, several TEP members noted the importance of making palliative and end-of-life services available for SNF residents. One TEP member pointed out that these services are becoming even more essential as alternatives grow for individuals to delay nursing home placement. However, in the TEP discussion,
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several TEP members questioned whether SNFs should be obliged to provide palliative care, while others noted that all nursing homes should provide palliative care and comfort care services. One TEP member pointed out that facilities will soon be required to submit a facility assessment stating the types of services available. If palliative care is listed as an available service, then it is expected that staff demonstrate basic competence in this area.

**Performance Gap and Variability**—The TEP members differed in their opinions on the variability of palliative and end-of-life care services in SNFs and the existence of performance gaps in this area. In the pre-TEP feedback, several TEP members noted that access to palliative and end-of-life services in SNFs varies widely, with one noting that this availability varies by region. Another TEP member noted that although palliative care is important, it is currently under-represented in the SNF setting. Additionally, several TEP members noted that SNFs, especially those in collaboration with hospice providers, had significantly improved in this area, particularly in identifying palliative care patients. However, another TEP member noted that these services have only improved in facilities where there is better access to certified doctors and the necessary resources.

**Actionability**—The TEP provided several directions in their feedback for measurement and action to address this focus area. One TEP member recommended more effective processes for obtaining and documenting patient goals of care. This TEP member, along with several others, further recommended incorporating palliative services or palliative care discussions earlier in a resident’s stay. Many TEP members stressed the need for increased provider and social worker training on palliative and end-of-life services, as well as improved resident and family education on care services that are available. Another TEP member noted that a quality measure in this area could incentivize facilities that are currently lagging to develop protocols and programs to improve and incorporate palliative and end-of-life services into care. However, one TEP member stated that there is currently not enough evidence to determine the actionability of this area.

**Potential and/or Related Measures**—One TEP member raised the question of whether a quality measure to address this area should be developed at the facility level or the patient level. At the facility level, a measure would assess whether the facility provides palliative and end-of-life care specialties. At the patient level, a measure would assess whether patients have palliative care need that would lead to a palliative care code. Several TEP members pointed out that an important quality measure for assessing the availability and effectiveness of palliative and end-of-life care services is the return to hospitalization measure. One TEP member noted that successful palliative care should be associated with lower rates of hospital readmission. Another TEP member urged the need to incentivize nursing homes to not send residents back for rehospitalization and instead focus on improving palliative services, end-of-life services, and management of some acute conditions, such as pneumonia.
• Other Considerations—One TEP member expressed concerns over quality measures in this area, noting that when these measures are attached to particular reimbursements, they will inevitably affect how individuals are coded. Currently, many residents who should be coded as palliative care are instead coded as a skilled stay because skilled stay is associated with a more-generous reimbursement rate to the facility. One TEP member urged further exploration of how to balance care needs in a cost-effective manner that will not limit residents’ care options. Several TEP members noted that we may be “jumping the gun” when considering the palliative care codes. Instead, these TEP members suggested focusing first on palliative care education and training in SNFs. Another TEP member emphasized the need to distinguish between specialty palliative care and primary palliative care if developing a measure in this area. Additionally, one TEP member noted the need to differentiate between palliative and hospice care in the exclusion criteria for these measures. Finally, another TEP member pointed out that hospice care is often used when not necessary for a resident. She suggested the implementation of a spiritual care department that could help encourage the use of palliative care and reduce unnecessary hospice care, as many palliative care decisions are influenced by spiritual and cultural values.

3.5 Focus Area 4: Experience of Care

3.5.1 Focus Area Description

Resident experience of care refers to an individual’s personal perspective of and satisfaction with the care they receive during a SNF stay. Public comments submitted for the FY 2018 SNF PPS final rule recommended the development of measures to address resident satisfaction with SNF care. Additionally, an NQF 2017 report noted the need for a Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (CAHPS) measure for SNF stays. The environmental scan found a lack of measures and standardized assessments focused on resident satisfaction with SNF care. The environmental scan also found evidence that responses from nursing home resident and family satisfaction surveys were associated with several risk-adjusted quality measures, such as the percentage of residents with new or worsened pressure ulcers.

3.5.2 Summary of TEP Scoring on Pre-TEP Materials

Most TEP members agreed that experience of care is a fairly high-priority area in SNF care, with nine TEP members rating this focus area as medium to high priority. One TEP member rated this focus area as a low priority, and two were unresponsive. For the performance gap criterion, most TEP members agreed on the existence of performance gaps in this area, with
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nine rating this focus area as medium to high on this criterion. Three of the TEP members did not respond to the performance gap criterion. There was less consensus among the TEP on the actionability of this area. Two TEP members rated this area’s actionability as high, four rated it as medium-high, two rated it as medium, and two rated it as medium-low. Two TEP members were unresponsive for all three criteria for this focus area. In her feedback, one of these unresponsive TEP members noted confusion over whether this area was referring to satisfaction or something else. The other member who did not rate this focus area recommended rephrasing this area to assess the “outcome” of resident experience. Detailed scoring results are summarized in Table C-2 in Appendix C.

3.5.3 Summary of Pre-TEP Feedback and TEP Discussion

Feedback from the TEP members on the pre-TEP materials and the TEP discussion covered the following topics related to experience of care:

• Importance—Many TEP members noted in their feedback the importance of assessing resident experience of SNF care. Two TEP members wrote that resident experience and perception of care provides facilities with important feedback on the realities of care quality. Several TEP members stated that resident experience should be a driver for SNF quality improvement efforts, with one specifically noting the importance of a resident experience quality measure to help drive improvements in SNF care environments. One TEP member further pointed out that this area has been identified as very important for SNF care in materials and reports related to the Nursing Home Quality Initiative.

• Performance Gap and Variability—Several TEP members noted the existence of performance gaps in SNFs in this area. For instance, one TEP member noted that resident experience may be underassessed in SNFs. Another TEP member stated that there is currently room for improvement in overall resident experience, noting that human resource factors may contribute to this issue. One TEP member pointed out that resident experience may have a lot of variability because of residents’ different care needs and personalities.

• Feasibility—TEP member feedback on the actionability of this focus area varied widely. One TEP member recommended specifying what is meant by resident experience before attempting to address this area. Several other TEP members argued that this area is not very actionable with the current instruments in place for assessing experience of SNF care and that a measure in this area may not help drive quality improvement. Another TEP member noted the difficulty of receiving feedback on care experiences from residents and expressed concerns about relying on feedback from families, as their feedback may differ from that of the residents. However, two TEP members noted the possibility of using models and instruments from other care settings, such as the Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (CAHPS) measures, to assess resident experience of SNF care.

• Resident Satisfaction Surveys—Several TEP members pointed out that resident satisfaction assessments are already in use in many facilities. The Nursing Home
Quality Campaign website lists the facilities that already use resident satisfaction surveys. Some TEP member suggested first encouraging more widespread use of satisfaction surveys and assessments before developing measures that would penalize facilities for having poor resident satisfaction scores.

During the TEP discussion on resident experience of care, many of the TEP members shared personal experiences and perspectives on assessing resident experience and satisfaction. One TEP member referenced an intervention he was a part of in which SNFs mailed surveys to residents and families after a SNF stay. Most respondents were pleased with the care and information provided during their stay and their engagement in the care. Another TEP member shared her experience of post-nursing home stay surveys in a hospital-based setting. The surveys included questions on provider responsiveness, staff attitude, housekeeping, and pain management. The survey had a 95% response rate; however, the population was mainly orthopedic patients without cognitive impairment. Another TEP member noted that facilities that distribute the Press-Ganey Nursing Home survey to all residents have about a 30 to 35% return rate.

- **Other Considerations**—Several TEP members expressed concerns over the generalizability of resident experience, as measuring resident experience quantitatively does not seem to address specific issues with care. One TEP member noted the importance of written feedback and comments from residents and their families to understand what about the service led to their numerical scores. Additionally, one TEP member encouraged including family and/or caregiver experience during and post-bereavement in satisfaction surveys. Another TEP member pointed out that if a quantitative process for measuring satisfaction were developed and standardized, the next issue would be appropriate staffing to implement this process.

### 3.6 Focus Area 5: Therapy Engagement

#### 3.6.1 Focus Area Description

Results from the environmental scan found that effective engagement of residents and families/caregivers in SNF therapy, including physical, occupational, and speech and language therapies, may be associated with resident functional outcomes and thus indicative of the quality of SNF care. One study in particular found that residents treated with an intervention that incorporates increased patient engagement in physical therapy and occupational therapy sessions experienced higher mobility improvement.\(^\text{36}\)

#### 3.6.2 Summary of TEP Scoring on Pre-TEP Materials

There was little consensus across all three scoring criteria for therapy engagement. TEP members’ ratings on the focus area’s priority level, performance gap status, and actionability
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varied widely. However, as was noted in TEP member feedback, this variability may be due in part to the lack of a clear definition of “therapy engagement” in the pre-TEP materials. Three of the TEP members were unresponsive on all criteria for this focus area. In her feedback, one of these TEP members noted that the definition of this area was very unclear. The other two noted the subjectivity of this area and instead recommended including this area as a component of goal-oriented care that should be assessed by measuring resident outcomes.

### 3.6.3 Summary of Pre-TEP Feedback and TEP Discussion

Feedback from the TEP members on the pre-TEP materials and the TEP discussion regarding therapy engagement covered the following topics:

- **Clarity of Definition**—Many TEP members expressed the need for further clarification on the definition of “therapy engagement.” One TEP member further expressed that, although therapy engagement is important, she is unsure how engagement could be determined.

- **Importance**—In the pre-TEP feedback, several TEP members noted the importance of therapy engagement in SNF care. One TEP member in particular pointed out that providing patients and families with regular updates could assist with achieving rehabilitation goals and improving resident and family satisfaction.

- **Performance Gap and Variability**—Several TEP members noted that SNF therapists are already successful in engaging residents and families in therapy. Several other TEP members added that it is not necessary to create a functional quality measure in this area, as physical therapists are already universally trained to engage patients in therapy sessions. However, many other TEP members noted the existence of performance gaps in this area. One TEP member noted that although some residents and families complain about not receiving enough therapy, there is little evidence of therapy that is not engaging.

- **Feasibility**—Several TEP members expressed concerns over how therapy engagement could be measured in SNFs. Preferences and expectations for therapy engagement can vary greatly across residents; for example, some residents prefer that medical professionals make care decisions, whereas others would like to have a say in their care. Therapy engagement may even vary based on the resident’s mood on a particular day. Some TEP members recommended focusing on resident outcomes instead of engagement to assess the quality of SNF therapy. One TEP member recommended measuring therapy efficiency, or the amount of functional improvement in the context of number of hours of therapy. Another TEP member suggested measuring resident outcomes to assess therapy engagement. Additionally, in both the pre-TEP feedback and TEP discussion, several TEP members recommended the use of resident satisfaction surveys and measures to assess this area, as many facilities currently focus on therapy time rather than engagement.

- **Resident Cognitive Status**—One TEP member noted that cognitive status is an important factor to consider in therapy engagement, as comorbidities may affect a resident’s engagement in their therapy.
3.7 Main Takeaways and Next Steps for Domain 1

According to TEP member feedback and the TEP discussion, within resident- and caregiver-centered care, an important area of focus for SNFs is the availability of and training and education on palliative and end-of-life care services. This issue ties in with both goal-oriented care and care planning, as identifying residents who need and desire palliative/end-of-life services requires discussing goals and as well as plans of care with residents and their families and following through on resident goals throughout the SNF stay.

Another important issue addressed throughout the resident- and caregiver-centered care discussion was how measures in this area would affect residents with cognitive impairments. Therefore, any future measure development efforts in this domain should take special consideration of cognitively impaired residents or residents with communication deficits.

Furthermore, the TEP discussion emphasized the importance of considering sociodemographic and socioeconomic factors in future measure development. Many resident preferences, goals, and experiences are heavily influenced by these factors, and quality measures should reflect these variations.

A common concern expressed throughout this section of the TEP discussion was how each of these areas and issues is being defined. According to feedback from the TEP, any future work in these focus areas would require further clarification of and direct connection to a specific aspect of SNF care.

TEP members also frequently raised concerns regarding how measures developed to address these focus areas would affect SNFs and SNF residents. Future measure development will require careful consideration of the purpose of each measure and whether the measure reliably and validly reflects the quality of SNF care.
4.1 Domain Description

According to a 2013 report by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE) Office of Disability, Aging and Long-Term Care Policy (DALTCP), care coordination is the “deliberate organization of patient care activities to facilitate the appropriate delivery of health care services” and involves activities to “promote, improve, and assess integration and consistency of care” across settings, patients, and providers, and includes “methods to manage care throughout an episode and during transitions.” The report further notes that coordination of care transitions may involve “discharge planning, setting up post-discharge follow-up appointments with primary care and specialty providers, coordinating medication and other therapy services post-discharge, in addition to arranging for other supports such as medical equipment that may be needed in the home.”

Care coordination provides a longitudinal view of care that considers the past while monitoring delivery of care in the present and anticipating the needs of the future. Furthermore, care coordination promotes safe care transitions, continuity of necessary care services, and effective communication between patients and their families, caregivers, and health care providers. The NQF Measures Application Partnership Considerations for Implementing Measures in Federal Programs: Post-Acute Care and Long-Term Care report of 2017 noted the need for continued focus on care coordination in SNFs, as this is an area of persisting performance gaps. In the report, the MAP noted that although current measures are helping improve quality in this area, further measure development in care coordination and care transition is needed. The report further identified several specific needs in this area, including the need to integrate measurement between PAC settings, acute care settings, and the community, to address the efficacy of transfers from acute hospitals to SNFs, and to address the transfer of information between attending clinicians.

In addition, studies included in the environmental scan provide evidence that enhanced communication and coordination of care in SNFs is associated with many positive outcomes,
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including reduced rates of hospital readmissions,\textsuperscript{40} improved clinical outcomes, reduced rates of medication discrepancies and drug diversion,\textsuperscript{41} improved shared decision making, and improved overall resident quality of life.\textsuperscript{42} The environmental scan identified four key focus areas of potential performance gaps in SNFs: discharge processes from SNFs to the community, transfer of health information, medication reconciliation and drug regimen review, and communication of resident preferences and care goals. These focus areas were presented to the TEP members through a pre-TEP survey and were then discussed in detail at the TEP meeting.

### 4.2 Current State of Domain in the SNF QRP

The SNF QRP, developed under the mandate of the IMPACT Act, consists of quality measures developed by CMS to meet the intent of standardization across PAC settings. These SNF QRP quality measures currently include several measures that address the communication and coordination of care transitions: two claims-based measures, Discharge to Community-PAC SNF QRP and Potentially Preventable 30-Day Post-Discharge Measure; and an assessment based measure, Drug Regimen Review Conducted with Follow-Up for Identified Issues-Post Acute Care (PAC) Skilled Nursing Facility Quality Reporting Program.

### 4.3 Focus Area 1: Discharge Processes from SNF to Community

#### 4.3.1 Focus Area Description

Discharge from a SNF to the community is an important goal for many SNF residents. Discharge to the community is a resource use domain as mandated by under the IMPACT Act of 2014.\textsuperscript{43} A 2017 study found that re-hospitalization rates within 30 days of discharge from SNF remain as high as 25%,\textsuperscript{44} with 78% of these readmissions due to potentially avoidable conditions. The study notes that many of these potentially preventable readmissions are due to unsuccessful and non-standardized discharge processes, and a lack of adequate resident and caregiver education, referrals to community resources, and planned follow-up with residents. In the NQF Measures Application Partnership Families of Measures 2012 report, NQF Measures Application Partnership emphasized the need for measure development to address the role of


referrals to necessary community resources.45 According to the AHRQ, these community resources include “any service or program outside the health care system that may support a patient’s health and wellness.”46 Results of the environmental scan further demonstrated the need for electronic tools that could connect residents to these community resources and enable a successful post-discharge transition to the community.47

4.3.2 Summary of TEP Scoring on Pre-TEP Materials

Most TEP members agreed that the transition from a SNF to the community is an area of high priority in SNFs. Three TEP members, however, rated this area as medium priority, and one TEP member rated it as medium-low. Ratings for performance gap were less consistent, with five TEP members scoring this area’s performance gap as high, three scoring it as medium-high, one scoring it as medium-low, and one scoring it as low. TEP member ratings of actionability in this area varied greatly, with three TEP members scoring it as high, three scoring it as medium-high, three scoring it as medium, and two scoring it as medium-low. One TEP member did not provide any ratings for this focus area, noting in her comments that this focus area should be rephrased to indicate “Successful Transition from SNF to Patient Appropriate Level of Care or Independence.”

4.3.3 Summary of Pre-TEP Feedback and TEP Discussion

Feedback from the TEP members on the pre-TEP materials and the TEP discussion covered the following topics related to discharge processes from SNF to community:

- Importance—Several TEP members noted the importance of focusing on discharge processes during a resident’s transition from a SNF to the community and developing a method to assess the quality of these discharge processes, rather than simply assessing the number discharged. One TEP member pointed out that a smooth transition to the community, including setting up all follow-up services and imparting essential information, is critical for resident outcomes post-discharge. One TEP member further noted that a discharge process measure could incentivize SNFs to network with the community of health care providers to ensure successful discharge of residents. Additionally, several TEP members noted the existence of significant performance gaps and variability in discharge processes across facilities and recommended assessment in this area. However, one TEP member stated that this is not an appropriate area for quality measurement in SNFs, and instead recommended focusing on residents’ transition to an appropriate level of care or independence.
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• **Clear Definition of “Community”**—Several TEP members noted the need for clarification in the definition of “community.” Two TEP members claimed the description provided in the pre-TEP survey was vague and unclear. It is important to provide a clear and appropriate definition of “community” before developing any metrics for assessing this area. One TEP member recommended removing the word “community” and instead focusing on a resident’s “level of independence” after discharge.

• **Actionability**—The TEP had varying opinions on the actionability of addressing this focus area through quality measurement. Several TEP members noted that measurement would be possible in this area if the proper education and training was in place. One TEP member pointed out the variety in possible metrics to address this area, including whether a discharge plan was initiated on admission. However, several TEP members noted difficulties with measurement in this area and concerns over the effectiveness of quality measure development. One TEP member pointed out that resident outcomes after discharge to community often depend on the resident themselves. In some cases, residents may be provided with adequate education and preparation for discharge to community but not follow recommendations. Another TEP member noted the barriers to successful discharge, including family and/or caregiver support, resident resistance, socioeconomic factors, the resident’s home environment, access to home health services, and the physicians’ ability to write prescriptions for discharge.

• **Potential Areas for Improvement/Measurement**—Several TEP members recommended requiring that discharge planning occur at the beginning of a SNF stay, with one TEP member suggesting the conversation should begin on day one and another suggesting a process measure for discharge planning during the first three days of a stay. One TEP member noted that the most appropriate outcome measure for this area is whether an individual is still in the community within 30 days of their discharge from a SNF. This TEP member pointed out that, although SNF providers cannot prevent all adverse events post-discharge, effective discharge planning can significantly improve the likelihood of success after discharge. Another TEP member added that to prevent as many adverse events post-discharge as possible, discharge processes need to be made more consistent and need to occur at admission assessment.

• **Sociodemographic/Socioeconomic Factors**—Several TEP members raised concerns in their pre-TEP feedback over measure development in this area, noting that SNFs should not be penalized for factors outside of their control, such as sociodemographic and socioeconomic factors that may affect a resident’s success after discharge. The TEP discussion brought up questions of how to address these factors and other systemic issues and the role of SNF providers in addressing these issues. One TEP member shared his experience with New York facilities, which will soon be required to report discharge notices to an ombudsman because of past issues with inappropriate discharges from SNFs. There have been cases of residents discharged to homeless shelters that are not Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)–compliant or other inappropriate community settings. These examples prompted questions
regarding SNFs’ responsibility to residents who do not have a healthy home to return to after their Medicare stay benefit runs out. One TEP member noted that in cases like these, where a resident may need to extend their stay because of barriers to returning home after receiving notice of discharge, the SNF may have to write off the cost of the extended stay. Another TEP member noted that these instances are why we should caution against developing measures that would penalize SNFs if a resident must extend their stay in a facility. SNF providers should prioritize adequate treatment, education, and preparation for discharge to reduce rates of hospital readmission.

- **Significance of Resident Cognitive Impairment**—Consistent with the rest of the TEP discussion, several TEP members brought up how this focus area pertains to residents with cognitive impairment or mental health needs. One TEP member pointed out that although the current MDS item set has questions regarding a resident’s expected discharge plan, residents with cognitive impairments may be unable to communicate this information. Another TEP member noted the need for mental health considerations in measures related to discharge, as some patients with chronic mental health disabilities are being discharged to inappropriate locations for their conditions.

4.4 Focus Area 2: Transfer of Health Information

4.4.1 Focus Area Description

Although health information technology (HIT), one of the levers of the NQS, is a current focus of quality improvement efforts, there is limited consistency and standardization of information transfer across care settings. Furthermore, studies have found that the health information exchange that does occur between acute and post-acute care settings typically occurs unidirectionally and is often incomplete, ambiguous, or delayed. Noted barriers to effective health information transfer include insufficient education and training for staff; insufficient staffing; lack of standards in content, communication, and messaging; lack of care plan governance; and lack of care team ownership and participation.

Two transfer of health measures are currently under development: (1) Transfer of Information at Post-Acute Care Admission, Start, and Resumption of Care from Other Providers/Settings, and (2) Transfer of Information at Post-Acute Care Discharge or End of Care to Other Providers/Settings. However, although transfer of health information was identified as a continued performance gap in SNFs, this area was not addressed in this SNF QRP TEP discussion, as two previous TEP meetings were convened in 2017 to specifically address transfer of health. For more information on this focus area, please refer to the reports from these TEP meetings, which can be found at [https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Quality-Initiatives-Patient-Assessment-Instruments/Post-Acute-Care-Quality-Initiatives/IMPACT-Act-of-2014/IMPACT-Act-Downloads-and-Videos.html](https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Quality-Initiatives-Patient-Assessment-Instruments/Post-Acute-Care-Quality-Initiatives/IMPACT-Act-of-2014/IMPACT-Act-Downloads-and-Videos.html).
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4.5 Focus Area 3: Medication Reconciliation and Drug Regimen Review

4.5.1 Focus Area Description

Medication reconciliation and drug regimen review are important processes for resolving any medication discrepancies during care transitions. According to a 2017 study, medication discrepancies occur in three-fourths of hospital-to-SNF admissions, with 2.5 to 3 discrepancies per resident.\(^{50}\) Medication discrepancies during care transitions can lead to delays in symptom management following discharge to SNF and diverted or missing controlled substance prescriptions. Furthermore, results of the environmental scan demonstrated that older adults may be especially at risk for medication discrepancies post-discharge because of polypharmacy associated with chronic disease and comorbidities, which may become more prevalent with age.\(^{51,52}\)

4.5.2 Summary of TEP Scoring on Pre-TEP Materials

Overall, the TEP agreed that medication reconciliation and drug regimen review are areas of high priority in SNF, with nine TEP members rating this area as having high importance and two rating this area as medium to medium-high. For the performance gap criterion, eight of the TEP members rated this area as either medium or medium-high, and only two TEP members rated this focus area as high. There was less consensus on the actionability of a measure to assess medication reconciliation and drug regimen review, with three TEP members rating this area as high, three rating it as medium-high, four rating it as medium, and one rating it as medium-low. One TEP member did not provide ratings for this focus area on any of the three criteria, noting the need for differentiation between the definitions of medication reconciliation and drug regimen review.

4.5.3 Summary of Pre-TEP Feedback and TEP Discussion

Feedback from the TEP members on the pre-TEP materials and the TEP discussion regarding medication reconciliation and drug regimen review covered the following topics:

- **Importance and Performance Gap**—Most TEP members noted in their pre-TEP feedback the importance of medication reconciliation and drug regimen review for improving resident outcomes in SNFs. Several TEP members emphasized the importance of adequate medication reconciliation, noting how critical this process is for preventing medical errors, therapeutic duplication, drug-drug interactions, and polypharmacy. Another TEP member pointed out that medication errors can lead to
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both over- and under-treatment, which can lead to loss of life or hospital readmission. Additionally, several TEP members noted that inadequate medication reconciliation and drug regimen review continues to be a widespread problem in SNFs, with little being done to address this issue, despite national focus in acute care settings. However, several TEP members pointed out that medication reconciliation and drug regimen review are already an expectation for SNFs and that a drug regimen review measure already exists to address this area. One TEP member further noted that most SNFs have systems in place for ensuring adequate drug regimen review. Therefore, the feedback from the TEP members lacked consensus on the need for further measure development in this area.

• **Information Transfer**—Several TEP members emphasized in both the pre-TEP feedback and the TEP discussion the need for improved HIT and interoperable health records between hospitals and SNFs to ensure the transfer of accurate medications and diagnoses. One TEP member pointed out that medication reconciliation and drug regimen review efforts are often hampered by poor-quality information communicated from hospitals. In addition, several TEP members emphasized the need to incentivize SNF providers to perform medication reconciliation for each resident at admission.

• **Actionability**—Much of the feedback from the TEP members in the pre-TEP survey focused on the actionability of measures related to medication reconciliation and drug regimen review. Several TEP members questioned the validity and reliability of developing measures in these areas. However, many of the TEP members provided suggestions for ways to improve and assess these processes. For instance, one TEP member suggested requiring that electronic health records be portable to assist with medication reviews. Another TEP member recommended assessment of medication reconciliation at both discharge to SNF from hospital and discharge from SNF to community. This TEP member noted that medication reconciliation at discharge to SNF from hospital should include the documentation of medications taken before hospitalization and at time of hospital discharge, whereas medication reconciliation at discharge from SNF to community should include the documentation of medications taken at time of SNF discharge compared with home medications before hospitalization. Several TEP members emphasized the need to require a set schedule of medication reconciliation, with one TEP member noting that physicians should review medications during their monthly visits with residents. Additionally, one TEP member pointed out that a major focus area for this issue should be the monthly changeover of the medication administration sheet, as this is often when medication discrepancies occur.

• **Appropriateness of Addressing This Issue in SNFs**—One TEP member argued that implementing medication reconciliation in SNFs correctly is very time consuming and costly, noting that the resources simply do not exist in most SNFs. However, several other TEP members countered that the SNF stay is the most appropriate time for providers to review medications because of the amount of inpatient monitoring in SNF care, and thus is the setting to target for this issue.
• **Burden on Nurses, and Physician Engagement**—Another prominent focus of the TEP discussion for this area pertained to who would be responsible for medication reconciliation and drug regimen review if these were to be required through a quality measure. Several TEP members noted that the burden would fall heavily on nurses, even though physicians are the ones who sign off on prescriptions. In response to this claim, one TEP member pointed out that regulations that require physicians to visit residents once a month do not incentivize them to do routine medication reviews with each resident. Most TEP members agreed that adequate medication reconciliation requires more physician engagement, especially at resident admission into a SNF. In addition, one TEP member noted that pharmacies also need to be more involved in medication reconciliation.

• **Polypharmacy**—Another significant point of discussion during this segment of the TEP meeting was how to address polypharmacy, or the number of prescription medications a resident is receiving, in SNFs. Several TEP members emphasized the need to address polypharmacy through quality measurement. One TEP member noted that the literature around polypharmacy shows evidence that, for residents with delirium, more medications are associated with lower rates of functional improvement. This TEP member further stated that without incentivization to address polypharmacy through a quality measure, SNF providers may be wary of disagreeing with medications ordered during the hospital stay. However, another TEP member argued that although polypharmacy is indeed a prominent issue, we need to be careful of quality measures that may limit medications for residents who need them.

• **Differentiation Between Medication Reconciliation and Drug Regimen Review**—Several TEP members pointed out the need to differentiate between medication reconciliation and drug regimen review when discussing measure development. One TEP member raised the question of whether this discussion is referring to true medication reconciliation for each resident or medication reconciliation that is triggered by drug regimen review. Another TEP member pointed out that we would need both of these to adequately review residents’ medications. She added that full medication review would include knowing what residents were taking before acute illness and what the hospital recommendations were, paring down the medications through medication review, and developing a medication plan to allow the resident to discharge to community.

4.6 **Focus Area 4: Communication of Resident Preferences and Care Goals**

4.6.1 **Focus Area Description**

Care plans can be used to communicate resident preferences, values, and care goals between providers and between care settings. However, although care plans that function across settings are often envisioned, they are rarely put into place effectively. Gaps in documentation and communication of resident care preferences and care goals may lead to inadequate or inappropriate treatment plans and interventions. Furthermore, insufficient documentation and communication of resident preferences, values, and goals is especially harmful to residents with limited cognitive or communicative abilities.
4.6.2 Summary of TEP Scoring on Pre-TEP Materials

TEP member ratings on the importance of addressing the communication of resident preferences and care goals in SNFs varied greatly. Four of the TEP members scored this area as a high priority, three as medium-high, and four as either medium-low or medium. There was slightly less variability in the TEP member ratings of the performance gap criterion for this area: three scored this area as high, and seven rated this area as either medium or medium high. The TEP ratings were fairly neutral on actionability, with one rating the area as high, four rating it as medium-high, four rating it as medium, and two rating this area as medium-low. One TEP member did not provide responses for any of the three criteria for this focus area, noting in her feedback that she was unable to determine a reason for including this item in the list, as it is already addressed through the new Rules of Participation for SNFs.

4.6.3 Summary of Pre-TEP Feedback and TEP Discussion

Feedback from the TEP members on the pre-TEP materials and the TEP discussion covered the following topics related to communication of resident preferences and care goals:

- **Importance**—Comments from the TEP members in the pre-TEP survey demonstrated varying opinions on the importance of focusing on this area through quality measurement. Several TEP members noted that this is not an area of significant importance for SNF quality, as goals are already communicated and documented. One TEP member pointed out that it is easy to validate whether care goals have been communicated through documentation in the resident’s care plan. However, several TEP members pointed out that although documentation of resident goals and preferences may be occurring, many SNF providers are not sufficiently implementing these goals in the care. One of these TEP members emphasized the importance of improving this communication, as it is critical to resident quality of life, the quality of care, and residents’ personal dignity.

- **Actionability**—Several TEP members brought up difficulties in developing a quality measure that would address this issue beyond simply noting whether the resident’s care goal has been coded in the MDS. It was also noted that the current Rules of Participation, as well as existing quality measures and programs, sufficiently address this issue. However, two TEP members noted in their feedback that this measure indeed could be improved through quality measurement and the enforcement of robust processes for obtaining and documenting resident goals and preferences.

- **Distinction Between Care Goals and Care Preferences**—Another main point of discussion during the TEP meeting pertained to the distinction between treatment preferences and goals of care. One TEP member noted that treatment preferences refer to a resident’s code status, whereas goals of care refer to the type of care received—for instance, curative care versus comfort care. Another TEP member added that the goals we should be focusing on are beyond the immediate preferences of care but are the goals of the treatment over time. She added that these goals may change; therefore, quality measurement in this area should be designed to address these goals over periods of time. In addition, another TEP member pointed out that we should also not focus on preferences for daily logistics, such as eating and
showering times, but rather should address treatment preferences, including preferences for hospitalization, feeding tube use, and ventilator use.

- **Distinction Between Care Goals/Preferences and Care Needs**—One TEP member noted in their feedback that although it is very important to take resident goals and preferences into consideration, in many cases, residents’ goals may be unreasonable or unachievable because of their condition or prognosis. Therefore, a quality measure to assess implementation of resident goals may not be equitable to providers. Another TEP member noted the instability of many residents’ goals and preferences throughout the course of their care as they gain a better understanding of their potential for progress through therapy and medication management. Thus, goals and preferences should be reevaluated throughout a resident’s stay.

- **Interoperable Information Transfer**—The TEP discussion on communication of care preferences and care goals demonstrated a need to focus more on the transition between hospital and SNF care. One TEP member noted that, depending on the setting or facility, there may be different “languages” or “dialects” used to refer to goals and preferences; thus, documentation of goals and preferences should be made interoperable to ensure accurate communication between settings. In addition, this TEP member further pointed out that a resident’s goals and preferences may even depend on the setting or situation, and, thus, documentation of goals and preferences may not be translatable even between providers within a setting. However, another TEP member pointed out that even though goals and preferences may not be stable, they can indeed be translated using advanced care plans and code statuses, which should be consistently reviewed and updated during a resident’s stay. Furthermore, several TEP members emphasized the need for complete and accurate information from hospitals at patient discharge to SNF. One TEP member suggested hospital summary reports that state the reason for discharge to SNF as well as documentation that this reason was discussed with the patient and their caregiver. Another TEP member pointed out that thorough communication during the transition from acute to post-acute care is essential for improving resident outcomes and quality of life.

- **Stratification by Resident Care Type**—Several TEP members pointed out that goals and preferences may vary by the type of resident. Several TEP members suggested categorizing residents based on care needs and other factors. In this focus area discussion, one TEP member noted that goals and preferences may also depend on the category a resident falls into. However, another TEP member warned against categorizing residents based on goals, instead recommending in-depth discussions with residents on their individual care needs and preferences. Furthermore, another TEP member emphasized the need to understand a resident’s comorbid conditions when assessing resident goals and to ensure that these comorbidities are communicated between providers.

4.7 **Main Takeaways and Next Steps**

Overall, the TEP discussion of communication and coordination of care transitions revealed a need to address existing performance gaps in this area. Particularly, the TEP
emphasized the importance of improving communication of medical information, including medications, diagnoses, and resident preferences and goals, and incentivizing interoperability of HIT and electronic health records across settings. Additionally, a key takeaway from this portion of the discussion was the need to improve the quality of conversations between SNF providers and residents through measurement, rather than simply noting that a conversation took place. Ensuring that the resident and their caregivers are adequately informed, understand their care plans, and can communicate their personal goals and preferences is critical to resident quality of life and outcomes. Finally, the TEP discussion demonstrated a need to address and increase physician engagement with residents and improve communication between providers within a SNF. As was emphasized many times throughout the discussion, communication is key to improving resident outcomes, improving resident quality of life, and avoiding adverse events.
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SECTION 5
DOMAIN 3: SYMPTOM MANAGEMENT

5.1 Domain Description

According to the National Cancer Institute, the goal of symptom management is to “prevent or treat as early as possible the symptoms of a disease, side effects caused by treatment of a disease, and psychological, social, and spiritual problems related to a disease or its treatment.”53 Results from the environmental scan found that enhanced symptom management in SNF settings is associated with reduced rates of hospital-acquired conditions, improved health outcomes, increased rates of residents who achieve functional independence, and improved overall quality of life for residents.

5.2 Focus Area 1: Pain Management

5.2.1 Focus Area Description

Pain management was identified as a key component of symptom management and an area with wide variation in the SNF setting. According to the American Geriatrics Association (AGS), effective pain management “begins with a thorough assessment to determine its source, severity, and impact on functioning and well-being” and effective management of persistent pain “requires a collaborative and ongoing partnership between the clinician, the patient, and family.”54 The AGS further emphasized the importance of addressing pain in the older adult population, as studies have found that “25%–50% of community-dwelling older adults and 45%–80% of nursing-home residents have substantial pain.”55 The 2012 NQF Measures Application Partnership Families of Measures report emphasized the need to address pain management across settings, avoiding the under/over-treatment for pain while also understanding patient needs and goals.56 Public comments submitted for the FY 2018 SNF PPS proposed rule expressed the continued need to address pain management in SNFs and suggested the further development of measures in this area.57

Results from the environmental scan identified pain management as a persistent performance gap area in SNFs, with evidence of nursing home residents having high risks of

---
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delayed pain control and untreated/undertreated pain, particularly those with dementia.\textsuperscript{58,59,60} Untreated/undertreated pain in older adults can have serious negative impacts on health, functioning, and quality of life. The literature further demonstrated significant performance gaps in pain management for residents with dementia and other cognitive impairments.\textsuperscript{61-63} These populations are at increased risk of being under assessed, undertreated, and delayed for treatment.

5.2.2 Summary of Scoring on Pre-TEP Materials

With a focus on pain management, almost all of the TEP members agreed that the management of pain is a high priority area in SNF settings, with ten TEP members rating high for importance and only one rating this area as medium-low. One TEP member did not respond for this criterion. The majority of TEP members also rated this area high for performance gap, with six rating high, three rating medium to medium-high, and one rating medium-low. Two TEP members were unresponsive for the performance gap criterion. For actionability, the majority of the TEP members also rated this focus area fairly high, with five giving it the highest rating and five rating medium to medium-high. Two TEP members did not provide scores for this criterion. One TEP member, who did not provide ratings for any of the three criteria for this focus area noted in their feedback that pain management is already being addressed in SNFs in several ways including the Rules of Participation, survey, MDS completion, and standardized assessment items.

5.2.3 Summary of Pre-TEP Feedback and TEP Discussion

Feedback from the TEP members on the pre-TEP materials and the TEP discussion covered the following topics related to pain management:

- Priority, Performance Gaps, and Variability—While the TEP agreed that pain management is an area of high priority for SNF care, many TEP members noted that this is an area where there is a high performance gap with great disparities in pain management and treatment. Several TEP members recommended improved and more frequent staff training on pain management and treatment, as inadequately treated pain can lead to under- or over-medication, significant impacts on functional outcomes, and low resident satisfaction. However, one TEP member stated that this is


actually an area with a low performance gap, as many SNF residents tend to be prescribed as-needed pain medication regimens.

• **Cognitive Impairment/Communication Difficulties**—A common theme in both the pre-TEP feedback and the TEP discussion on pain management was how pain assessment, management, and treatment are handled for patients with cognitive impairments or other communication difficulties. One TEP member noted that basic pain management in SNFs is not a performance gap, but rather the performance gap is with pain assessment and treatment for residents that are cognitively impaired. Another TEP member expressed concerns over developing quality measures in this area without addressing the ability of SNF populations to consistently and reliably provide this information. In addition, several TEP members pointed out the need for appropriate nonverbal assessment tools, such as the Abbey Pain Scale and the Pain Assessment in Advanced Dementia (PAINAD) Scale, for residents with cognitive impairments or limited communication ability. One TEP member noted that if we cannot appropriately assess pain, then we cannot appropriately assess pain management or the relief of pain.

• **Risk Adjustment and Measure Exclusions Due to Residents’ Differences**—While pain assessment and management are important for patient safety and functional improvement, many of the TEP members warned against developing quality measures that would penalize SNFs for taking in residents with more complex conditions. A TEP recommendation was that quality measures related to pain be risk-adjusted for resident acuity. One TEP member pointed out the need to exclude residents who are using end-of-life and palliative care services from a pain measure, as the experience of pain for these residents is often not indicative of the quality of SNF care.

• **Potential Measure Areas**—Many of the TEP members pointed out that pain management in SNFs may not be fully addressed by quality measures that focus solely on pain assessment. Several TEP members expressed concerns over pain assessment measures, noting the difficulty of capturing a resident’s personal experience of pain and the wide variation in experience and expression of pain. One TEP member pointed out that the expression of pain and verbal descriptors of pain vary greatly across different cultures and languages.

Several TEP members encouraged addressing the type of pain intervention that is used in pain management. One TEP member noted that he would like to see increased use of pain interventions that are not medications, such as ice packs, hot packs, and repositioning. However, another TEP member pointed out that the current regulatory framework makes it difficult for or do not incentivize providers to use non-prescription interventions. Another TEP member added that an alternative would be to address whether facilities have an effective pain management process that includes pain evaluation and rehabilitation before resorting to pharmacological interventions.

Instead of focusing quality initiatives on pain assessment, several TEP members recommended focusing on pain’s interference with functioning and quality of life.
One TEP member encouraged the operationalization of pain interference in order to determine how an individual’s experience of SNF care and is impacted by their pain and their pain management regimen. Finally, one TEP member noted that, when assessing pain, the residents should be the deciding factor; that is, the experience of pain should be offered by the residents themselves, offering their own perspective on how the pain and pain treatment are impacting their function and quality of life.

5.3 Focus Area 2: Opioid Therapy Evaluation

5.3.1 Focus Area Description

In its 2016 Opioid Misuse Strategy, CMS identified the opioid use disorder epidemic as a top public health priority. According to the report, 6 out of every 1,000 Medicare beneficiaries suffer from the disorder. The report further outlines CMS’s mission to promote safe and appropriate opioid utilization, improved access to treatment for opioid use disorders, and evidence-based practices for acute and chronic pain management. Furthermore, on October 26, 2017, HHS declared a public health emergency to address the national opioid crisis due to evidence from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) that more than 140 Americans die from drug overdoses each day, 91 specifically due to opioids. HHS further unveiled a five-point Opioid Strategy to address this epidemic with the following priorities: improve access to prevention, treatment, and recovery support services; target the availability and distribution of overdose-reversing drugs; strengthen public health data reporting and collection; support cutting-edge research on addiction and pain; and advance the practice of pain management. Results from the environmental scan demonstrated evidence that the older adult population is at a higher risk of adverse drug events and experiencing the side effects of opiates due to high rates of comorbidities and polypharmacy among this population, especially in nursing homes.

5.3.2 Summary of TEP Scoring on Pre-TEP Materials

While two TEP members did not provide ratings for priority level of opioid therapy evaluation in SNFs, eight of 10 TEP members rated this concept as a medium-high to high-priority area. Two of the TEP members rated medium-low for this area. For performance gap, the majority of TEP members rated this area as medium-high for existence of performance gaps, two
rated high, and two rated medium-low to medium for this area. There was less consensus on the actionability of this focus area, with three rating high for actionability, two rating medium-high, three rating medium, and two rating medium-low on this criterion. Two TEP members did not provide numerical scores for any of the criteria for this focus area. In his feedback, one TEP member noted that he did not feel he had enough expertise in this area to provide specific rankings. The other TEP member who did not provide a score for this focus area noted that opioid therapy should be viewed as a subsection of pain management.

5.3.3 Summary of Pre-TEP Feedback and TEP Discussion

Feedback from the TEP members on the pre-TEP materials and the TEP discussion covered the following topics related to opioid therapy evaluation:

• **Importance for SNF Population**—Overall, the TEP agreed that while opioid abuse is currently a major public health issue, nursing homes may not be the appropriate setting to address this problem, as many nursing home providers currently struggle to adequately treat residents’ pain. Many of the TEP members warned against quality measures that would inhibit opioid prescription in nursing homes. However, several TEP members noted that while this may be an issue in SNFs, it should not be addressed through quality measurement, but rather through improved training and education of providers and residents on opioids. One TEP member recommended that, rather than opioids, the focus should be on the overprescription of antipsychotics and psycho-pharmaceuticals because these are more widely used in SNFs. Another TEP member stated that opioid therapy in SNFs is an area with a low performance gap, as opioids in SNFs are typically ordered as needed and are discontinued once pain is resolved.

• **Training and Education**—Several TEP members noted the existence of disparities in pain management and opioid therapies, and recommended improved staff and patient education on opioid use. One TEP member added that staff training would be an effective and easy way to monitor and evaluate this issue in SNFs. Another TEP member recommended providing further clarification on and differentiation between the definitions of use, misuse, and overuse of opioids. Additionally, several TEP members noted that this issue should be addressed through proper medication reconciliation, drug regimen review, and education of staff and residents on potential side effects and complications and the risk of addiction when using opioids long-term.

• **Impact on Palliative and End-of-Life Residents**—Several TEP members expressed concerns over addressing opioid use in SNFs with a quality measure, as this may lead to inadequate pain management for residents using palliative and end-of-life care services. Therefore, they urged against inhibiting prescribing practices through quality measurement. One TEP member noted that if a measure is developed in this area, it would need to exclude palliative and end-of-life populations from the measure calculation.
5.4 Main Takeaways and Next Steps

The TEP discussion on symptom management revealed an overwhelming consensus over the need for further focus on pain management in the SNF QRP. Feedback from the TEP in the pre-TEP survey and the TEP discussion demonstrated a great need for improvements in pain assessment for nonverbal residents or residents with cognitive impairments. The TEP discussion also highlighted the importance of focusing not only on pain assessment, but also pain interference and the type of interventions used to treat pain. Additionally, a common concern raised in both the discussion and the pre-TEP feedback was how quality measures to address pain would potentially penalize SNFs. The TEP suggested first encouraging accurate and appropriate assessment of pain before penalizing SNFs for residents who experience pain. However, while the TEP agreed that pain management is a priority issue in SNFs, the TEP members expressed concern over specifically addressing opioid use in SNFs, noting that, while this issue is important, it would be more appropriately addressed in other settings. The TEP members recommended focusing on proper education and training of providers and residents on opioids rather than implementing policies that would inhibit opioid prescription.
6.1 Domain Description

According to the National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics, “information on functional status is becoming increasingly essential for fostering healthy people and a healthy population.” Assessing resident functional status, such as the resident’s ability to perform activities of daily living at both admission and discharge, is crucial for developing appropriate care plans as well as for measuring the quality of SNF services. In a 2008 study examining the impact of 10 days of bed rest, it was found that healthy adult participants experienced substantial loss of lower-extremity strength, power, and aerobic capacity, and a reduction in physical activity. This study highlights the importance of addressing mobility and muscle function in SNFs to prevent functional decline. Public comment submitted for the FY 2018 SNF PPS proposed rule suggested the need for measures that address functional maintenance and functional decline, rather than solely addressing functional improvement. To better address the public comments, the purpose of the TEP discussion on this domain was to discuss if additional areas under function domain should be addressed in SNF QRP.

6.2 Current State of Domain in the SNF QRP

The SNF QRP currently has adopted five measures that address function: one process measure to assess whether residents have an admission and discharge functional assessment and a care plan that addresses function, and four outcome measures that address residents’ self-care abilities and mobility at admission and discharge. Again, the TEP explored the idea of measures that could address functional decline and maintenance. TEP discussion is below.

6.3 Summary of TEP Discussion

The TEP discussion covered the following topics related to function:

• Potential Areas for Improvement/Measurement—The TEP discussion for function was focused on ways to improve and expand quality measurement of function in SNFs. One TEP member recommended the development of quality measures to address efficiency of functional improvement, focusing on not only how much a resident improves in function but also how much they improve over how many days. Another TEP member pointed out that the current functional quality measures include two types of Medicare Part A short-stay resident: residents who are in the SNF for rehabilitative services and residents who are there for skilled nursing care, such as


antibiotic therapy. This TEP member recommended looking at functional assessment data for all SNF residents, including those not receiving therapy.

• **Cognitive Function**—Several TEP members emphasized the need for assessment of cognitive status in SNFs. One TEP member noted the need for meaningful and measurable metrics for cognitive status and recommended that cognitive status be addressed before focusing on any other issues in SNFs. It was noted that not all cognitive impairments can be improved, but residents can often be taught to compensate for impairments. When asked about whether cognitive function should be measured at the impairment level or at the activity level, TEP members noted that both were important.

• **Bladder and Bowel Function**—The TEP members were asked whether bladder and bowel function should be the focus of future quality measures. One TEP member noted that, although bowel and bladder function are important, cognitive status is the larger issue and needs to be addressed first.

6.4 **Main Takeaways and Next Steps**

The TEP discussion demonstrated a need to revisit the finalized SNF function measures and determine what gaps in functional assessment remain. Discussion centered on assessment of cognitive status and improvement of cognitive status among SNF residents. Cognitive assessment items are being tested as part of the IMPACT Act’s standardized assessment work to address item reliability and validity in the post-acute care population.
SECTION 7
OTHER AREAS FOR FOCUS IN SNFS

Finally, TEP members spent time discussing specific conditions and symptoms that they suggested be addressed through future measure development as well as additional areas that are important for focus in SNF settings. These areas are outlined below.

- **Behavioral and Neurologic Conditions**—Several TEP members noted the importance of addressing behavioral conditions such as depression, anxiety, suicidal ideation, and delirium through quality measurement. One TEP member noted that delirium in particular is a symptom that is often incorrectly assessed and underdiagnosed. Another TEP member suggested considering neurologic conditions such as Parkinson’s disease and multiple sclerosis when developing quality measures. Many residents suffering from deteriorating diseases such as these are highly unlikely to improve in function or cognitive status; therefore, the TEP member suggested that facilities should not be penalized for proper management of these conditions, by quality measures addressing functional or cognitive improvement.

- **Falls Without Major Injury**—Several TEP members also emphasized the need for quality measures that assess falls without major injury, rather than solely measuring falls with major injury. One TEP member pointed out that noninjurious falls are often predecessors to falls with major injury and thus providers should sufficiently assess patients after every fall using balance/rebalance tests, reviewing resident medications, and assessing the lighting and the resident’s location in the facility. This TEP member added that quality measurement for noninjurious falls should include assessments of whether interventions were implemented after the fall, whether therapists were involved in resident assessment, and whether medications were reviewed. However, several other TEP members expressed concerns over measuring noninjurious falls and recommended differentiating between controlled falls and uncontrolled falls.

- **Dental/Oral Care**—Two TEP members suggested more focus on dental and oral care in nursing homes and SNF stays, as dental and oral health are important for quality of life and health outcomes but are often ignored in these settings.

- **Polypharmacy**—One TEP member emphasized the need to address polypharmacy in SNFs as this is an important issue for nursing home populations.

- **Quality of Life/Resident Experience of Care**—Several TEP members suggested the development of quality measures to address quality of life and overall experience in SNFs. For instance, one TEP member noted the importance of preferences around bathing, dining, and other activities of daily living. Another TEP member added that social and spiritual domains are very important for many residents’ quality of life and should be taken into account. This TEP member further noted the importance of families’ bereavement experience.

- **Hydration Status**—One TEP member suggested further focus on hydration status in SNFs, as current assessments look only at fluid overload. He noted that many patients have kidney failure or are taking kidney medications and thus would benefit from
increased assessment of hydration status. Another TEP member added that hydration status is connected to both incontinence and insomnia sweating, and supported the importance of residents’ hydration status.

• **Diabetic Footcare**—One TEP member recommended addressing diabetic foot care and surgical wound status through quality measurement, as this type of care is important for functional improvement in SNFs.

• **Respiratory Care Services**—One TEP member added that respiratory care services need to be increased and improved in SNFs, as facilities with respiratory services available have been found to have fewer hospitalizations. Residents who can breathe better are more likely to improve in function and are thus less likely to return to hospital.

• **Insomnia and Other Sleep Conditions**—Another TEP member pointed out the importance of addressing insomnia and other sleep conditions to improve outcomes in SNFs. He added that these conditions should be addressed by means other than sleep medications, such as small interventions that could include improvements to lighting, comfort, environment, and sleep practices.

• **Ability to Come and Go from Facility**—One TEP member recommended a measure that would incentivize providers to encourage SNF residents who are capable to leave the facility for periods of time. He added that this measure would need to be risk adjusted for those who are not capable of leaving the facility.

• **Cost of Care**—Another TEP member noted that cost of care itself should be a measure of SNF quality, as there is currently wide variation in cost of care for different conditions and for facilities in different locations.

Several TEP members concluded the discussion with concerns regarding the current SNF QRP and the topics of the TEP discussion. One TEP member noted that the QRP needs to address the diversity we see across facilities in order to improve the quality of SNF care everywhere. Another TEP member suggested attempting to pare down the assessments currently required and, when developing future measures, to utilize already existing items rather than adding to these assessments. Finally, one TEP member emphasized that much of what was discussed in the TEP meeting does not apply to the small Medicare Part A short-stay population that is being assessed in the SNF QRP. She recommended incorporating all applicable patients into the quality measure calculations rather than just the Medicare Part A population.
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APPENDIX B:
PRE-TECHNICAL EXPERT PANEL (TEP) MATERIALS

The pre-TEP materials include the following:

1. Technical Expert Panel Meeting Agenda (*Appendix B-1*)
2. Technical Expert Panel Pre-TEP Survey Instructions (*Appendix B-2*)
3. Technical Expert Panel Pre-TEP Survey (*Appendix B-3*)
## Development and Maintenance of Quality Measures for Skilled Nursing Facility Quality Reporting Program (SNF QRP)

### Technical Expert Panel Meeting Agenda

**Wednesday, August 23, 2017**

**Dial-in Information**

8:30 AM–4:30 PM EST AT&T line: 1-888-706-0584  
BWI Marriot 1743 W Nursery Rd, Linthicum Heights, MD 21090  
Access code: 6933118#

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Agenda Item</th>
<th>Lead(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM–8:40 AM</td>
<td>Welcome and Introductions</td>
<td>Tara McMullen, Laura Smith, Qinghua Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Review of Agenda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goals of TEP Meeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vote to Ratify TEP Charter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:40 AM–8:50 AM</td>
<td>General Overview of Skilled Nursing Facility Quality Reporting Program</td>
<td>Qinghua Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:50 AM–11:10 AM</td>
<td>Domain 1: Resident- and Caregiver-Centered Care</td>
<td>Qinghua Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Background and Overview</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Breaks 9:45 AM–9:50AM; 11:00 AM–11:10 AM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:10 AM–12:00 PM</td>
<td>Domain 2: Communication and Coordination of Care Transitions (1/2)</td>
<td>Andrea Ptaszek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Background and Overview</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Break: 1:50 PM–2:00 PM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 PM–1:00 PM</td>
<td>Lunch break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM–2:20 PM</td>
<td>Domain 2: Communication and Coordination of Care Transitions (2/2)</td>
<td>Andrea Ptaszek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Background and Overview</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Break: 3:20 PM–3:30 PM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:20 PM–3:20 PM</td>
<td>Domain 3: Symptom Management</td>
<td>Laura Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Background and Overview</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:20 PM–4:10 PM</td>
<td>Domain 4: Function</td>
<td>Anne Deutsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Background and Overview</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10 PM–4:30 PM</td>
<td>Concluding Remarks &amp; Meeting Summary</td>
<td>Laura Smith</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF) Quality Reporting Program (QRP) Quality Measure Development Technical Expert Panel: Pre-meeting Survey

We appreciate your participation in the SNF QRP TEP and are looking forward to our upcoming discussion on August 23. In preparation for our in-person meeting, please complete this pre-meeting survey and return to RTI by Monday, August 21, at 9:00 AM to acool@rti.org.

The survey results will help us prepare for the TEP meeting by hearing about some of your thoughts on measure focus areas identified through an environmental scan conducted by RTI as well as your ideas about possible measures for future development.

Please rate each of the measure focus areas listed below and list any of your ideas regarding potential future measures. The results of the survey will be used to guide the discussion during the SNF QRP quality measure development TEP meeting.

2017 SNF QRP Environmental Scan

Background and Methods

From June 2017 through August 2017, RTI International conducted an environmental scan on the current practices and areas of performance gaps in skilled nursing facilities to aid future measure development and maintenance for the SNF QRP. The scan included careful consideration of the aims and priorities identified by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS). The scan also included measures currently finalized or in development for the SNF QRP. Results of the environmental scan identified current performance gaps in three broad priority areas (outlined in Table 1): 1. Communication and Coordination of Care Transitions; 2. Resident- and Caregiver-Centered Care; and 3. Symptom Management.
### Table 1:
**Measure Focus Areas Identified through an Environmental Scan Conducted**
**June 2017–August 2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure Focus Area</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Area 1: Communication and Coordination of Care Transitions</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Transfer of Health Information                         | • Exchange of health information between settings and providers  
• Use of health information technology in care transitions                                                                                                                                                                                                                       |
| Medication Reconciliation/Drug Regimen Review          | • Review and evaluation of resident medication history and prescriptions at admission to SNF  
• Resolution of medication discrepancies during care transition                                                                                                                                                                                                              |
| Communication of Resident Preferences and Care Goals    | • Communication of resident preferences, values, and resident care goals between SNFs and other care settings at care transitions                                                                                                                                                                                                              |
| Successful Transition from SNF to Community             | • Education of residents and caregivers on self-care processes after discharge from SNF to community  
• Communication of community resources available to residents and caregivers upon discharge to community                                                                                                                                                                          |
| **Area 2: Resident- and Caregiver-Centered Care**        |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   |
| Shared Decision-Making and Care Planning                | • Resident and/or caregiver engagement in decision-making regarding care plans                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                |
| Goal-Oriented Care                                     | • Communication and incorporation of resident goals along spectrum of care  
• Organization and processes that focus on resident needs and goals rather than routineness                                                                                                                                                                                       |
| Palliative/End-of-Life (EOL) Care Services              | • Availability of palliative and end-of-life care services to SNF residents with poor prognoses and limited outlook for rehabilitation  
• Assessment of individual resident needs to determine necessity of rehabilitation services versus palliative/end-of-life services  
• Training of SNF staff on palliative/end-of-life care services                                                                                                                                                                           |
| Resident Experience of SNF Care                        | • Assessment of resident and caregiver experience of SNF care                                                                                                                                                                                                                      |
| Therapy Engagement                                     | • Engagement of residents in their therapy sessions through a resident-directed approach                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           |
| **Area 3: Symptom Management**                         |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   |
| Resident Functional Independence                       | • Effectiveness of SNF care in increasing resident functional independence  
• Likelihood of resident transition to home or independent living                                                                                                                                                                                                             |
Measure Focus Area | Description
--- | ---
Pain Management | • Effectiveness of pain management intervention paired with resident experience and balanced by overuse/misuse monitoring  
• Assessment of pain for residents with cognitive impairment or limited verbal communication  
• Evaluation of pain intervention effectiveness and pain improvement  
• Measurement of pain management effectiveness that incorporates resident preferences

Management of Condition Specific Symptoms | • Assessment of condition-specific symptoms that may reflect quality of SNF care (i.e., depression, delirium, anxiety, incontinence)

Opioid Therapy Evaluation | • Evaluation of opioid use among SNF residents  
• Monitoring of and avoiding potential overuse/misuse/underuse of opioids in SNFs  
• Assessment of resident understanding of medication purpose, dosage, side effects, etc.  
• Appropriate training and education on safe disposal of medications

**Directions for completing the SNF QRP Quality Measures Pre-Meeting Survey**

**CRITERIA AND SCORING DESCRIPTIONS**

We are asking you to rate each of the listed measure focus areas using the following process:

Please review the descriptions for each measure focus area on page 3 and rate each area from 5 to 1 (where 5 is the highest score and 1 is the lowest score) on each of the following criteria: importance, performance gap, and actionability. Because there are multiple dimensions under some of the criteria, you may find that a measure has a high score on one dimension and a lower score on another. Please use your best judgment to determine a single score for the category. Use the comments column to share any additional thoughts, suggestions, or questions you have about the focus areas.

**RATING SCALE:**

5 = high, 4 = moderately high, 3 = neutral, 2 = moderately low, 1 = low

Below you will find guidance and examples on how to use the criteria to score the measures.

**IMPORTANCE CRITERIA:**

• High score (4–5) indicates that the focus area addresses one or more of the following:  
  – an established priority area (National Quality Strategy)
– a demonstrated high-impact aspect of health care (e.g., affects large numbers)
– there is external evidence of importance, such as consensus standards
– there is evidence of disparities for the quality domain
• Middle score (3) indicates that the focus area is important but that assessment of this area is not based on external evidence.
• Low score (1–2) indicates that the focus area is not important.

PERFORMANCE GAP CRITERIA:

• High score (4–5) indicates one or more of the following:
  – there is considerable variation in quality of performance in this area across providers/populations
  – there is overall less-than-optimal performance in this area across providers/populations
  – there are disparities in performance in this area across different population groups
• Middle score (3) indicates one or more of the following:
  – there is some variation in quality performance in this area across providers/populations/population groups
  – performance in this area is satisfactory across providers/populations
• Low score (1–2) indicates one or more of the following:
  – there is little or no variation in quality of performance in this area across providers/populations/population groups
  – performance in this area is at an optimal level

ACTIONABILITY CRITERIA:

• High score (4–5) indicates that evidence related to this measure focus area demonstrates that there is a potential for closing the performance gap through quality measure development.
• Middle score (3) indicates that evidence related to this measure focus area demonstrates that there is some potential for improving performance through quality measure development.
• Low score (1–2) indicates that evidence related to this measure focus area demonstrates that there is no potential for improvement through quality measure development.
APPENDIX B-3:
TEP PRE-TEP SURVEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure Focus Area</th>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>Performance Gap</th>
<th>Actionability</th>
<th>Rationale for your rating</th>
<th>Please provide any comments, suggestions, or questions pertaining to the measure focus area here</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Area 1: Communication and Coordination of Care Transitions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer of Health Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication Reconciliation/Drug Regimen Review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication of Resident Preferences and Care Goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successful Transition from SNF to Community</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Area 2: Resident- and Caregiver-Centered Care</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Decision-Making and Care Planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal-Oriented Care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palliative/End-of-Life Care Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident Experience of SNF Care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapy Engagement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure Focus Area</td>
<td>Importance</td>
<td>Performance Gap</td>
<td>Actionability</td>
<td>Rationale for your rating</td>
<td>Please provide any comments, suggestions, or questions pertaining to the measure focus area here</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Area 3: Symptom Management</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident Functional Independence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management of Condition Specific Symptoms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opioid Therapy Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Suggestions for Measure Focus Areas and Possible Future Quality Measures for the SNF QRP

1. In your opinion, what topics or domains of quality, not currently addressed in this survey or by the measures currently finalized or in development for the SNF QRP, would you recommend or like CMS to consider?

2. For each suggestion you listed, please provide a brief statement of evidence to support your rationale for suggesting a performance gap in this area and why this domain is important for CMS to consider.

3. Do you have any further suggestions of quality measures or domains that the SNF QRP should consider to better address these or any other performance gaps in SNF care?

Thank you for completing this Pre-TEP Survey. As a reminder, please return to acool@rti.org at this address by Monday, August 21, at 9:00AM.
[This page intentionally left blank.]
## APPENDIX C:
TEP MEMBER SCORING ON FOCUS AREAS: RESULTS FROM THE PRE-MEETING SURVEY

### Table C-1
Goal-Oriented Care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>High Priority</th>
<th>Performance Gap</th>
<th>Actionability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 13</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n = 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – High</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Medium</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – Low</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Score</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table C-2
Care Preferences and Care Planning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>High Priority</th>
<th>Performance Gap</th>
<th>Actionability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 13</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n = 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – High</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Medium</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – Low</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Score</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table C-3
**Palliative/End-of-Life Care Services**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>High Priority</th>
<th>Performance Gap</th>
<th>Actionability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 13</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n = 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – High</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Medium</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – Low</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Score</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table C-4
**Experience of Care**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>High Priority</th>
<th>Performance Gap</th>
<th>Actionability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 13</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n = 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – High</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Medium</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – Low</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Score</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table C-5
Therapy Engagement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>High Priority</th>
<th>Performance Gap</th>
<th>Actionability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 13</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n = 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Medium</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – Low</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Score</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table C-6
Discharge Process from SNF to Community

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>High Priority</th>
<th>Performance Gap</th>
<th>Actionability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 13</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n = 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Medium</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – Low</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Score</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table C-7
**Medication Reconciliation/Drug Regimen Review**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>High Priority</th>
<th>Performance Gap</th>
<th>Actionability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 13</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n = 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – High</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Medium</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – Low</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean Score</strong></td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table C-8
**Communication of Resident Preferences and Care Goals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>High Priority</th>
<th>Performance Gap</th>
<th>Actionability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 13</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n = 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – High</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Medium</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – Low</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean Score</strong></td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table C-9
Pain Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>High Priority</th>
<th>Performance Gap</th>
<th>Actionability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n = 13$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$n = 13$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – High</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Medium</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – Low</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Score</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C-10
Opioid Therapy Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>High Priority</th>
<th>Performance Gap</th>
<th>Actionability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n = 13$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$n = 13$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – High</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Medium</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – Low</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Score</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>